Management of intraductal papilloma without atypia of the breast diagnosed on core biopsy: Size and sampling matter.
Due to the potential for atypia (atypical ductal or lobular hyperplasia) or carcinoma (in situ or invasive) on excision, aggressive reflex surgical excision protocols following core biopsy diagnosis of papillary lesions of the breast (ie, intraductal papilloma) are commonplace. Concepts in risk stratification, including radiologic-pathologic correlation, are emerging in an effort to curb unnecessary surgeries. To this end, we examined all excised intraductal papillomas diagnosed at our institution from 2010-2015 (N = 336) and found an overall atypia rate of 20%. To investigate further, we stratified all excised papillomas according to total lesion size (range = 1-40 mm) and found that the atypia rate for lesions ≤1.2 cm (16% with atypia) was statistically significantly lower (P = .008) than the atypia rate for lesions >1.2 cm (36% with atypia). To explore to effects of radiologic-pathologic correlation on the ability of the core biopsy to accurately predict nonatypical lesions we assessed thirteen consecutive paired nonatypical core biopsy/follow-up surgical excision specimens for the percent of the total lesion (on imaging) sampled by the core biopsy (measured histologically). None of the thirteen paired specimens showed upgrade on excision (0/13); the percent of total lesion sampled by biopsy in this cohort averaged 59%. We propose that in the absence of discordant clinical/radiological findings, small lesions (≤1.2 cm) with radiologic-pathologic concordance (>50% sampling of total lesion by core biopsy) may safely forego surgery for close clinical and radiographic follow-up.